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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to use the operational experience at the launch site t o  
Identlfy, describe and quantify the Operational impacts of the various OTV 
configurations on the KSC and/or Space Station launch sites. OTV conflgurations 
are belng developed/defined by the MSFC Phase A OTV Study contractor teams. 
Lacking an approved configuration, the KSC Study Team defined a "Reference 
Configuration" to be used for this study. This configuration then became the 
baseline for the identiflcation of the facilities, GSE, personnel and crew skill 's 
required for processing the OTV in a realistic manner that would help NASA achieve 
the lowest possible OTV l i f e  cycle costs. 
This report is  laid out in a fashion that divides the Primary Reports and supporting 
documentation Into separate volumes as shown on page 6 The data was separated 
into individual packages to  make i t  easier to accomplish other analyses as desired. 
As the study progressed, our init ial appraisal was re-enforced that the vehicle, 
when delivered, would be a sophisticated, state-of-the-art vehlcle. It would be 
recovered and reused many times so the the primary savings to  be gained would be 
in the recurring-cycle of the vehlcle operatlons -- even to  the polnt where it would 
be beneficial t o  break from tradition and make a significant expenditure in the 
development of processing facllltles at the beginnlng of the program. The study has 
provided a variety of flow-time and manpower (heads/skills) requirements, a 
technology identification system and several questions that need management 
attention concerning how business w i l l  be conducted in the OTV processing era. 
Early in the study it became apparent that a NASA management decision requiring 
"commonality" o f  equipments at the ORU level for Space Station, OMV and OTV 
programs would provlbe s!gnificant s3vlngs to  the overall Space Program although It 
may be dif f icult  to credit any one particular program element for accomplishments. \ 
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The study identif ies/develops advanced approaches to  launch operations that 
w i l l  become available for Space-based missions and translates those 
approaches back to ground applications where realistic. This w i l l  not only 
streamline the Ground Based operations but it w i l l  also allow the applications 
for Space Based operations to be demonstrated, at least in a large part, on the 
ground before they are required for use at the Space Station. An orderly 
transition from Ground operations to Space operations for the OTV can then be 
preplanned for logical accomplishment. 
A forward looking "Test Philosophy of the Future" was developed as a basic 
premise for this Study. This Test Philosophy was presented at KSC, MSFC and 
at NASA Headquarters early in the Study to be sure that there was general 
agreement wi th  the approach being developed for use throughout the rest of the 
Study . This Test Philosophy withstood continual critiquing throughout the 
Study wi th  no additional improvements offered. 
A standardized, ground based vehicle processing flow was developed next 
-- as major blocks of functions involved wi th  receiving, processing, 
integrating (partially shown below), launching, performing the assigned 
tEai ELECT 
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mission/recovery operation and finally, performfng whatever maintenance 
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and refurbishment activities were required to prepare the OTV for return to a 
flow for i t s  next mission. The above sample flow was then expanded to  
encompass the total flow as generally out 1 ined above. 
A second iteration continued the flow development to a greater level of detail t o  
identify subtasks for each of the individual tasks so that requirements for 
facilities, time, equipment and people could start to be determined. 
As soon as these were complete, another, similar flow was started for the Space 
Based operations that used the Same major b l  ock numbers so that similar tasks 
could be directly correlated with a minimum of confusion. Flows for both Ground 
Based and Space Based OTVs are included in this report (see Vol. 3). 
The various requirements for  each set of f lows were identified on a standardized 
format used later for the various types of manual and automated analyses to be 
conducted. We identified these sheets as Requirements Identification Sheets 
(RIS’s) of two different types for the two launch sites -- the Space Based OTV 
(SBOTV) and the Ground Based OTV (GBOTV) RIS. The difference being caused by 
the difference in the types of personnel, facil i t ies and equipment involved in the 
particular operation being considered. 
There i s  a three page GBOTV RIS for 
each of  the vehicle’s individual ground 
processing flow sub-tasks. The GBOTV 
RIS’s contain a separate requirement 
identification for each of 35 facil i ty 
items, numbers of people and types of 
skills, processing times and any special 
equipment required to accomplish the 
designated task. 
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The SBOTV RIS's for each of the vehicle processing flow sub-tasks are similar to 
the Ground set in that they identify the requirements for processing support 
capability that must be provided for each sub-task. In this case; however, the 
RIS is a page set of requirements for the support that must be available at 
the Space Station for processing the Space Based OTV. 
A methodology was developed to  provide the designer easy access to the latest 
automation technology. Several data bases were reviewed but the same general 
problem was evident in al l  -- the data was generally there but relatively 
inaccessible without an extensive investment of research time to find 
information that was pertinent to the problem one was trying to resolve. This 
"productlon slowdown" was resolved by developing the Automation Technology 
Knowledge Base (ATKB) having to do w i th  the latest, documented automation 
technology (we limited the information in the ATKB to that developed since 
1982). The ATKB Thesaurus was compiled and is available for use wi th  the NASA 
RECON system to identify technology developments applicable to OTV system 
processing. Using the ATKB, see Vol. 4, allows one to quickly determine i f  there 
is  any documentation available pertaining to a specific subject without having to 
manually review several hundred papers to find the right ones (or to  determine i f  
any exist at all!). 
The resident capabilities of selected KSC faci l i t ies were digitized and used in 
the requirements analysis of the capability of 1985/1986 era KSC facil i t ies to  
satisfy the OTV Processing Facility (OTVPf 1 needs. Facility schedullng was not a 
part of that data base nor a part of that analysis because Program schedules for 
the 1994 era were not available. Availability of the VPf and the CHSF was 
questionable (so they were included here) but the 0 & C High Bay was definitely 
ruled out because it was already committed to the Space Lab and Space Station 
9 
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Programs (so the 0 & C facil i ty was excluded from the analysis). 
Seven KSC facilities; the CHSF, the VPF, SAEF 2, and Hangars S, AE, AO, and AM 
were selected as potential candidates for the OTV processing. The engineering 
tool developed to accomplish this analysis compares each of the 35 overall 
facil i ty requirements consolidated from any selected, sequential group of the 
138 separately identifiable processing sub-tasks for the GBOTV, for example, to 
the 35 "baseline" facil i ty capabilities for each of the seven identified KSC 
facil i t ies in the sorting/comparison/analysis process. The 35 line items can be 
individually "weighted" to  highlight a particular item that may be more cri t ical 
t o  an operation or  more significant than the others. This w i l l  affect the 
"scoring system". Each facil i ty is given a "relative score" to  show how it 
compares in general to the others being considered; the score has no significance 
other than t o  determine which facil i ty scores the highest. The faci l i ty w i th  the 
highest score is judged to be the best because it w i l l  need the fewest 
modifications. That facil i ty is  identified, and the modifications required to 
make that facil i ty provide the support levied in the composite RIS i s  
documented. I f  two facil i t ies end up w i th  the same relative score, the system 
w i l l  select the first one that it "sees". 
The skills, manpower, serial task time and total manhours to accomplish each of 
the subtasks in the ground based, or space based, flow were accumulated in a 
spreadsheet format so that any change would be immediately reflected in the 
overall totals. Developing the data in this manner allows a variety of displays of 
the data in several different formats -- each useful in i t s  own way for different 
presentations, discussions or  decision making meetings. The raw data i s  
included in Vol. 5 of this report so that one can develop their own analyses 
pertinent t o  their specific needs. 
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A typical, summary chart showing the amount of manpower not required on the 
recurring flow is shown (as a separated element of a pie chart) below. The 
manpower savings shown can be realized i f  the developed test philosophy is 
followed, the f l ight and ground hardware provided meets the rel iabi l i ty and 
commonality objectives and test operational practices suggested are followed. 
GND BASED OTV MANHOURS RECURRING FLOW 
PERCENT OF FIRST NOtlINM F L W  
47% 
MANHOURS DELETED 
FROM NOMINAL FLW 
19% L A U "  PREPS 
I 
11% 
MAINTENANCE b REFUR6 
Several different types of comparative sets of information and formats that 
could be used for display purposes are shown in the material contained in 
Manpower Section (Sect. 7) of the Final Presentation material (see Appendix A, 
Vol. 2). Additional formats are available, or could be developed, for other types 
of presentations, i f  required. 
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